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Introduction

Mastic asphalt (MA) in contrast to other asphalt mix types is self-compacting and therefore often used at sites, which are sensitive to vibrations during compacting with heavy
machinery. This advantage of MA over other surface layer materials is, however, contrasted by high energy input required for the production of MA. Most energy is consumed
during the process of aggregate heating from ambient temperature to up to 250°C. In a recent study, it was shown that the substitution of crushed aggregates with rounded
aggregates allows a lowering of mixing temperatures by 30°C, while maintaining mechanical properties and workability [1]. With this relatively simple alteration significant energy
reductions can be achieved. In combination with wax additions, temperature can be reduced by even 50°C. Moreover, it was reported that a reduction of mixing temperatures by
50°C lowers particulate matter (PM10 ) emissions significantly. Consequently, less process energy consumption has not only positive effects on resource consumption, but also on
emissions. Within this study the influence of different MA formulations on the energy consumption as well as emission of PM10 over the whole live cycle was investigated. By
looking closer into the life cycle of MA, some stages and single process steps were identified as especially critical regarding environmental impact. Thus life cycle assessment (LCA)
helps gaining a better understanding for further promising environmental impact reductions.

Scenarios

Functional Unit

The life cycle of four different scenarios including a reference scenario were investigated. Within
scenario 1-3 the mastic asphalt formulations were modified by using rounded aggregates instead
of crushed aggregates or supplementary wax additives.

The FU is defined as a strech of road with a surface layer made of mastic
asphalt.
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- Application of rounded instead of crushed aggregates (Scenario 1 + 2) leads to about 10% lower energy
uptake over the whole life cycle.
- Scenario 3 shows a slightly lower energy consumption than the reference scenario due to lower energy
consumption during the production phase. But additional wax causes a higher ecological backpack and
declines the overall performance.
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− Due to lower mixing temperatures, scenario 1-3 show significant lower PM10 emissions.
By changing the MA formulation from crushed to rounded aggregates, emission reductions of about 25%
can be achieved.
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Conclusions
The three life cycle stages raw material extraction (grey energy), production and transport are the main contributors to energy consumption of mastic asphalt. Regarding
particulate matter emissions these three stages combined with the construction stage are the major contributors to total PM10. This study underlines the potential of innovative
mastic asphalt formulations reducing the overall environmental impact of MA. Moreover, LCA proved to be an excellent tool for evaluating modified process parameters of
mastic asphalt (such as MA formulation) and their impact on the environment.
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